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GRAY GUILTY

Efficient Deputy Succeeds Aged Man Killed at Moutv Pleads Second Degree
Is
Make Sure Hit Escape
tainair and
Frank, W- - Shearon in
of
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President Taf L and Senate Train of 550 Men Utterly Defeated by Insurrectos at
In Ringing Speech democratic Leader Says This Opport
Straighten Out Texas-NeBustillos
Mexico, Boundary
nity May never tome Again to ine opaman apeaiung
Disfranchiseto
Citizen and Points Finger of Warning
ment Scheme of Arizonians Answers Many Arguments PECULIAR SITUATION DEVELOPS 6EN.NAVnRmSSURR0UNDED
Against Constitution and Is Wildly Cheered at Big
Short of Food and Am
Meeting at Court House Last Night -- Mayor Senator Lorimer Is Completely Running
munition 21 Federals Killed,
of
Exonerated
by
Report
M.
Hon.
B.
and
C.
T.
Catron,
Compton
Seligman, Hon.
72 Wounded.
Senate Committee
Frank Owen Other Speakers.
Chihuahua, Dec. il. Amplified ad
Washington, Dec. 21. In a speclsl
.
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Non-Partis-

National Guard Orders Issued Rally at Estancia on Monday Judge McFie Sentenced Him to
Pen Five Days After
Evening to Approve the
by Adjutant General
the Crime.
Constitution.
A. S. Brookes.
'

Judge John R. McFle has appointed
Deputy District Clerk Edward L.
Safford, ion ot Traveling Auditor
Charlei V. SaSord, to be clerk of the
First Judicial District, succeeding the
late Frank W. Shearon. The appoint
ment had to be made right away on
account of the business of the court
and ! a deserved one, for Hr. Safford
although young In years, has been
very efficient as deputy and will make
good as clerk. It Is especially grati
fying to Santa Fe's public school
management, that one ot the recent
pupils of the schools, should be ad
a position.
vanced to so Important
Mr. Safford is making arrangement!
to file bis bond at once. He is at
Estancia officiating as district clerk.
- Territorial
'
Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received the following remit'tances: C. H. Chenault of Quay
'county, $4,366.95; Solomon Luna, of
Valencia county $4,823.80; Game ana
Warden Thomas P. Gable 147.
Arrested by Mounted Police.
Alexander
Policeman
Mounted
Street aire a ted Pat Mulhaney at
Tucuracari for carrying a
Mulhaney pleaded guilty in district

court

Fiscal Year.
Recelots for Sixty-firThe following were the receipts of
the Territory of New Mexico for the
fiscal year ending November 30, 1910.
Receipts of taxation, including cat
tie, sheep and eradication Indemnity
S72R.067.19.

Road fund, from various

counties,

$5,414.13.

Convict's earnings $29,191.12.
Sale of Compiled Laws $187.
Game and fish license fees $9,446.28.
Coal oil inspection fees $1,225.
Insurance fees $37,394.89.
Interest on deposits $13,444.79.
Maintenance public lands, 20 per
cent Institutional incomes $22,133.46.
Maintenance public lands, refunds,
-

$18.79'"-"S.
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v
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'

'

land fees, refunds, $762.
Bank examination fees, $635.
Las Vegas grant trust fund $1,298.60.
cell
house, refund
Penitentiary
"

$65.10.

Penitentiary

fund

Judge John R. McFle and District
Clerk Edward L. Safford returned
last evening from Estancia. The court
adjourned to' permit Mr. SaSord to
complete bis bond, which la for $10,-00and which he filed today. It also
gave the court and officials an opportunity to attend the funeral ot the
late District Clerk Frank W. Shear
on.
Attorneys George W. Prichard
and E. P. Davies, however, remained
at Estancia as they are hearing cases as referees, Mr. Davies also acting
as district attorney daring the absence ot District Attorney E. C. Abbott.
The grand jury also remained In
Besslon as its attention was drawn
to , the murder of an aged man at
Torrance
county, on
Mountalnalr,
Thursday evening, the alleged assaswho Is now
sin being the
in custody at Estancia. The sessions
of the court have been strenuous ones
out the docket was well cleared and
will be disposed of next week, tbe
court reconvening on Monday forenoon. There were no serious crimes
outside of the two murders which occurred last week an- - In which prompt
arrests were made and justice dealt
out In one case while the other is in
tbe hands of the grand Jury. Judge
McFle reports that while many people
on
have left the valley temporarily
account of the drouth, those who remain are very brave and hopeful about
tbe situation and eventually will suc
ceed in making the valley a well-cu- l
tivated and populous section. On
Monday evening, a mass meeting will
be held at Estancia to endorse the
will be
constitution, and addresses
made by O. A. Larrazoio and George
W. Prichard.
Judge McFle Is seeking
to find a home for the ten year old
daughter of William A. Gray, the
widower, who was brought up last
evening to serve a life sentence for
the murder of his niece. The girl Is
very bright but needs a good home.
Edward Safford, the new district
clerk, appointed by Judge McFle to
succeed the late Frank W. Shearon,
.
today filed the required bond of

current expense,

re-

BOSTON

$129.05.

WOOL

MARKET
QUIET AND FIRM.

District court clerk's fees (salary
Dealers Say There Is Fair Inquiry But
fund), $20,199.25.
It Is Confined to Immediate
Sale of session laws, miscellaneous
'
Wants.
fund, $52.
Militia fund, refund, $606.25.
sale and
Institutional
Incomes,
lease of lands, $90,323.88.
Common school, 5 per cent proceeds
D. S. land sales, $48,819.64.
- Hydrographic survey fees $2,832.35.
Stream gauging fees, $2,123.75.
Globe Express Company tax $32.20
Wells Fargo & Company express tax
$668.80.

Boston,

Dec, 20 The

Ifooal wool

market continues quiet and firm but
strength Is more manifest in fleece
than In territory wools. The dealers
say that there is fair inquiry but buying is confined to Immediate wants.
Good staple wool Is steady at 64" to 65
cents on the scoured basis. There Is
better demand for Ohio quarter blood
and sales as high as 28 cents are re-

Pullman Car Company tax, $2,301.44.
Territorial purposes, corporation fil- ported. Sellers of washed Delane are
Pulled wool
demanding 34 cents.
ings, $14,994.36.
shows little change and the foreign
Escheat fund, estate of George
$586.18.
product is dull.
bonds
indebtedness
Provisional
CONTRACT FOR $6,000,000
sinking fund, $1,271.31.
BATTLESHIP 13 AWARDED.
Dining car licenses, common school
Income, $600.
Washington, Dec. 20. The contract
Total, $1,031,817.19.
for the building of the 27,000 ton batNational Guard Orders.
The following appointments In the tleship, Texas, which when It Is comNational Guard ot New Mtxico are pleted Is to be one of the most forannounced:
. midable fighting machines ever floatFritz Brueggemann, .of Raton, to he ed, was today awarded to the Newcaptain to date from December 7th, port News Ship Building Company, the
1910.
Captain Brueggemann Is as- lowest bidders, at $5,830,000.
signed to command of Company M, 1st
each Saturday until ten days before
Infantry,
Dr. H. B. Kauffmann, of Albuquer- the election, and on the tenth day preque, and Dr. F. F. Doepp, of Carlsbad, ceding the election they must meet
to be captains, medical corps, to date and remain In session during the
hours above mentioned, and then close
from December 16th, 1910.
In order to comply with the require- the registration books, after which, no
ments of Section 3, of the Militia law, other name is to be added to the reg
and an act of Congress, approved istration list.
I believe the foregoing fully covers
April 23, 1908, the following surgeons
and assistant surgeons are recommls-slone- what you desire to know The statu
tory provisions are to be found In
as follows:
Major John F. Pearoe, surgeon, to section 1702 of the Compiled Laws ot
Yours truly.
be major, medical corps, to date from 1897.
'
FRANK W. CLANCY.
November 6, 1897.
Attorney General.
Major S. A. Mllllken, surgeon, to be
major, medical corps, to date from Raton's Postmaster Summoned to
.Washington,
July 2, 1909.
Postmaster Frank A, Hill left Ra
Captain H. M. Smith, assistant surgeon, to be captain, medidal corps, to ton last night for Washington In resdate from September 4,. 1897.
ponse to the following telegram, reGeneral
Captain J. A. Massle, assistant sur- ceived from Postmaster
geon, to be captain, medical corps, to Hltohcock:
"Please come to Wash
date from June L 1905.
ington for instructions regarding re
i Captain O. F. Beeson assistant
ceipt of Postal Savings deposits at
to be captain, medical corps, to
your office. Reach here, it possible,
1910.
from
14,
date
June
by 17th or 18th Inst
Duties of Registration Boards.
, "FRANK. H, HITCHCOCK,
William P, Kell, Lake Valley, N, M.
General."
"Postmaster
- Dear Sir I have received your let'
noted
the Raton
As previously
ter of the 10th Inst., and In accord- postofflce
has been designated by the
ance with your request, will have thlB
department as a deposi
answer published In the public press postofflce
as a postal savings bank, one oi
The law requires that boards of reg- tory
In each
will be established
istration shall meet at least thirty which the first of the
state
year for experidays before the day of election, and mental purposes. The conference to
ahall proceed to register the qualiIn Washington next Monday
fied voters, and they must sit at least be held
general and
three days when they first meet, and between the postmaster
the
on each day from 9 o'clock in the, tbe 48 postmasters will be for conand from 2 purpose of giving instructions
morning until noon,
added
o'clock In the afternoon until 6 o'clock cerning the operation of this
and thereafter they must meet on postofflce department,

Estancia, N, M., Dec. 16 "If the
court will permit me to do so, I will
plead guilty to murder in the second
the
degree, I don't want to hang," w
somewhat remarkable statement made
to Judge John R. McFle in the first
judicial district court here today by
W. A. Gray, arraigned before the
court on the charge of murdering his
niece, Miss May Williamson, at Lucy,
N. M., on Monday, December 12.
Even while pleading to the court
to be allowed to plead guilty In the
second degree, fearing the remit of
a trial on an Indictment charging first
degree murder. Gray sullenly main
tained that he was not guilty of the
murder of the girl, but had shot her
in tbe darkness, believing she waa
some one attempting to take his lifeWith but little preliminary, Judge
McFle accepted a plea admitting guilt
in the second degree and pronounced
to nine
sentence of from seventy-fiv- e
e
years in the penitentiary.
Thus was established a record for
the swift carriage ot justice which
It is believed has not been equalled
in New Mexico for years, and never
before In the , history of Torrance
..
county.
Gray was ar
Monday afternoon
rested by Sheriff . Julius Meyers of
Estancia. on a charge of murder. On
Tuesday he was indicted by the grand
jury, which happened to be in session.
Thursday the alleged murderer was
p reigned in court, pleaded guilty and
was sentenoed. Tomorrow morning
his
Sheriff- Meyers will leave With
prisoner for Santa Fe and the selfconfessed, murderer will begin a sen
tence which will still be young when
bis hair begins to turn white.
years.
Gray is a man of thirty-fiv- e
He has been married and has a daugh
ter eleven years old. Be says his
wife is dead.
Just what happened at the time
Gray shot Miss Williamson will probably never be known. Gray maintain
ing ithat it was an accident insofar
he believed she was some other per
son.
From faots which have been glean
ed here and there, and from the testi
mony rendered before the grand Jury,
It Ib believed that Gray killed the girl
In a fit of Jealous rage. Miss William
son was a school teacher and taught
school at Encino. Gray had taken a
homestead claim at Lucy, eighteen
miles from Estancia. Miss Williamson
bis niece, evidently on Gray's advice,
settled upon the adjoining 160 acres
and each Saturday night rode horse
back from Encino to Lucy to do the
necessary work of proving up title.
Saturday evening Miss Williamson
went down to her claim as usual and
stayed in her cabin, some thirty feet
away from that occupied by Gray.
Monday morning at noon, Miss Will
iamson was found dead Just a few
feet outside of Gray's shack. A bullet
hole In the back and a terrible wound
In the top ot the head, told the cause
of her death.
Gray never denied that shots from
his gun killed the girl. He claimed
however, that some one entered hla
room at 1 o'clock in the morning. Be
llevlng It to be some one bent on killing him, Gray pulled a gun and fired.
Upon his own admission, however,
Gray says that he first shot the girl
In the back. When she fell to tbe
floor on her hands and knees, he fired
another shot, which almost tore the
top of her head away.
That Gray is guilty of the murder,
however, and that if It was not done
with malice aforethought, It Was done
while he was wide awake asd In full
possession of his senses, Is the general
belief of those who know the particulars of the case. This is Indicated by
the demeanor which Gray bore In
court. He feared a jury trial on a
first degree charge and believed tbat
he would save his neck by accepting
a prison sentence.
Judge John R. McFle and District
Attorney E. C. Abbott left for Santa
of
Fe today, to attend the funeral
Frank W. Shearon, late clerk of the
first district court.
Court will probably be resumed Sat
urday or Monday.
METHODIST GAIN PAST
YEAR WAS ONLY 63,047,
8ays Accessions Caa, Only
Means snd Through
Sporadic Meetings.
Chicago, Deo. 15. The entire mem
bership of the Methodist Episcopal
church Inoreased 63,047 last year, according to a statement made today to
the Chicago Methodist Ministerial as
sociation by the Rev. David G. Dow-- '
ney, corresponding secretary of the
board of Sunday schools.
The seoretary further surprised his
hearers by saying: '
"We have ceased to expect acces
sions from the regular church and
Sunday school meetings. We find that
we can Increase our membership only
by occasional spectaoular and sporadlo meetings."

K

LARRAZOLO EPIGRAMS.
I am not abandoning my principles; I am simply changing my
position. I want to be on higher ground ; be a freer and a more In- dependent man and Instead of supplicating and petitioning, as mas- ters we will have tbe right to command.
While I believe In party loyalty, I do not believe that It is the
duty, of any citizen to surrender his conscience to any man or party.
In fact more
This constitution Is reasonably easy of amendment
so than that ot any OTHER state constitution with the exception ot
Oklahoma.
Will we pay our legislators too much In giving them $5 a day
when tt Is the unwritten law of every capital city, from Washing- ton down, tbat not a member of the legislature shall leave the
'
capital with a dollar In his pocket
Is $5,000 salary for your governor of a state too much, when he
has to entertain,, tbe distinguished representatives of other states
and other lands, or would you have him give them a dish of fri- joles? If so I'd like tbe recall to exist for such!
Ask Mr. Catron
Is $4,000 too much to pay your attorney general?
It he would give up his law practice for that sum!
tree
a
too
to
become
much money
if It takes
people, I want to petl- tlon the government to put ua on a reservation like the Pueblo In- dians and appoint a guardian to look after us.
Are we going to despair and challenge the honesty of humanity
at large? If So, I'd appeal to the Lord to send us down an army of
angels to govern us.
The corporations DID have their agents In Santa Fe to obtain
special concessions in the constitution but tbey most signally failed
to secure anything, or I am unable to read the English language,
or I am a third rate lawyer.
Since when has tbe Democratic party become a party of Anarch- party I know Is tbat of free men of equal
istst ' Tbe Democratic
'
rights to all. ,.
to the constitution are needed.. I believe In the
If amendments
loyalty, patriotism, and Intelligence of citizens to have these amend- ments written.
but I believe that you will
They say: "New Mexico Is
be controlled by bosses only so long as you desire.
This Is your opportunity to adopt a constitution and secure state- hood and God only knows when, if ever It will be offered to you

.
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Democrats and Republicans buried lican who in turn turned over the ora
the political hatchet last night and torical fireworks to a Democrat, with
rubbed elbows and exchanged friend-l- a good humor that might be expected
nmllp nt a monatnr mass meeting of children In one happy family.
It was a happy family last night
held In the court house to hear the
constitution discussed, by that noted and every one seemed a booster for
Democratic leader, orator and citizen, statehood; throwing down party lines
O A. Ijrrazolo of Las Vegas. There to help push New Mexico toward the
were 'other speakers, toor. Mayor Se- long coveted goal.

ligman, Hon. C, M. Compton of Portal es, Hon. T. B. Catron and Frank
Owen Oav Mills was nresent and fre
The
the applause.
quently led
speeches were in. English but ably.

Mayor Arthur Seligman, a staunch
Democrat presided at the meeting
which began at 8 p. m. Instead of 8:30
and Marcelino Ortiz, a well known
Republican, former assessor of the

OCTAVIANO A. LARRAZOLO.
.!.,'.'.";..
Who Delivered
The Peerless Democratic Leader, Orator and Attorney
of the Consplendid Speech Last Night Advocating, the Adoption

a

stitution.

Official

by (spectacular

and rapidly interpreted by such excel
lent speakers as Hon. Jose D. Sena
and George V. Armijo, who themselves showed in their interpretations
that the oratorical torch had warmed
them too.
irhiiM ma auch enontaneous enthus
iasm throughout the evening, and the
Anwii wnuht on and relished the
Jokes Unit were told so thoroughly
that the affair was a delignt as wen
as an inspiration. The First Regiment
band was there too, and distilled pa
triotism with stirring meiooiea inai
i.,A,-iD,i0the sDeeches.
The meeting was all the more de
n
spirit
lightful for the

one Democrat speaking and then making way for a Repubcounty and a booster for Santa Fe and
New Mexico every hour of the day,
was the secretary of the meeting.
Mayor Seligman Speaks.
Mayor Seligman In opening"" the
meeting said: "It is a great pleasure'
for me to preside over such a repre
sentative gathering "called to diBcuss
statehood, the most vital IsBue that
has been presented to us for our
Mnetinira of this character are
educational to the highest degree and

that pervaded it,

Continued on Page Eight.

message to Congress, President Taft vices change but little today's teletoday advised tbe adoption of a Joint graphic report ot the- - cutting up ot
resolution authorizing the annulment
ot that portion of the constitution of tbe government troop train at Hal
the new state ot New Mexico attempt Paso on 8unday. The official report
Federals killed, ten
ing to change the boundary lines be- ot twenty-on- e
tween New Mexico snd Texas.
forty-tw- o
wounded,
missing snd
Lorimer Completely Exonerated.
stands, with the addition ot thirty
Washington, Dec. 21. The report slightly wounded, bringing tbe total
of the Senate committee on privileges of wounded
on tbe
up to seventy-tw-o
and elections, in the Lorimer bribery train. The injuries ot these
thirty
case today was presented to the Sen- are not serious and it is not custo
ate by Senator Burrows. The report mary to carry them on the hospital
says: "No testimony was offered lists. The defeat of the troop train
which tends in the remotest degree to with three field
pieces and 650 men
implicate Senator Lorimer in any pen Increases the tension here. On top of
sonal act of bribery or attempted
the drawn battle at Cerro Prleto ten
bribery or corrupt practices ot any
days ago, this Is taken as a confirmanature."
tion of the declaration that President
Clark Survey Goes.
Dins, for the first time In a long tenWashington, Dec. 21. The senate ure of office confronts s real revoluresolution
quickly adopted the Joint '
tion. Official reports now doubt the
authorizing the annulment ot
ot tbe number of Insurrecof the New Mexico constitu- estimate
tos in the field, and they are now
estab
to
tbe
change
tion, attempting
at 2,000. Conservative Amerilished boundary between Tesas and placed
who have held all along that
New Mexico. It also provides for re- cans
the government had a Job on its
marking the boundary as established
hands, but would triumph eventually
by the Clark survey made in 1859-00- .
force of numbers, are talking a
The House has not acted on the reso- by
different strain tonight The discuslution.
sion now runs mostly as to how long
Telegraphed to Governor Mills.
General Navarro, with the main force
to
Mexican.
the
New
Special
ot Federals' can hold out. It is reWashington, Dec. 21. The Presi
that his force is surrounded in
dent's special message today was up ported
of Pedernales. This story
on the lines of the Culberson and the vicinity
'comes from Americans who came in
Stephens resolutions Introduced in with the
hospital train from Bustillos.
the Senate and House respectively by '
scarce with Navarro
those Texas statesmen. His object Is Food has grown
is depletto avoid hard feeling along the boun- and bis ammunition ' supply
dary and litigation in the courts for ed. ''
Retreat Was a Panic.
the next twenty years. In the House,
21. The
Deo.
Mex.,
Chihuahua,
Stephens moved that his Joint resolution be passed at once but Paine, the details ot the. tight at Mai Paso are
the trooDS foueht bravely for
Republican floor leader, who defeated that
. ucuifi- B..tmnm,ut
Mi
hilt
the Stephens resolution for Delegate live LU u 111 a aimi L.t u n i'
Andrews In the last session of Con their efforts to hoard the train again
gress, objected and Speaker Cannon to retreat are described as disorderly
ruled that the resolution must be re- and almost panicky. They left their
ferred tor actjon to the committee on wounded on the field and the latter
judiciary which reported against It at were brought in, it is reported, by. anthe last session. Delegate Andrews other detachment which was hurrywill this afternoon at 4 o'clock tele- ing to aid the train, and found the fedgraph tbe President's message to Gov- erals gone and the enemy likewise.
ernor Mills.
EI Paeo, Texas, Dec. 21. A circular
signed by Pascual Oroszco, leader ot
Congress Tskes Holiday Recess.
Washington, Dec. 21. Congrecs ad the insurrectos In western Chihuahua
journed today for the holiday recess and signing himself: "Chief of Arms,
until January 5.
appeals to all patriotic Mexicans in
tbe state to riBe and Join the rebels
No Dissenting View Filed.
The circular recites that the rebels
Washington, Dec. 21. The conclu
but have risksion reached by the committee was: have not lost a battle
lives snd many have sacriThat Mr. Larimer's right to a seat ed their
the Mexican
In the Senate has not been shown to ficed them to prove that
re
be Invalid by the employment of cor government can be successfully
slated.
rupt methods or practices." The re
port declares that those who confess
ed receiving bribes should not be be BULLETS FLY
OVER JUG OF WHISKY.
lleved and tbat the votes of those who
are charged with paying bribes should
Punctures One Man's Lungs
be counted. The dissenting views ot Editor
and Another's Throat PeaceSenator Frazler were not filed with the
maker Gets it In Neck.
'
v
report.
,;;
Bill by Andrews.
Rock Lake, N. D., Dec. 20. George
Washington, Dec. 20, Delegate An-- ' Dlgglna has a bullet bole In his lung
drews Introduced the following bill: and Charles Bills has one In the neck
That the Secretary of the Treasury as the result of the markmanshlp ot
be, and he la hereby, authorized and Editor Treadwell of 'Reck Ripples".
directed to pay out ot any money In Editor Treadwell Is in jail at Cando
the Treasury of the United States, awaiting tbe result of the injuries of
not otherwise appropriated, to Atan-aal- o the two men. The shooting followed
Casus of San Miguel county, the disappearance of some whisky
State of New Mexico, the sum of Ave from the editor's office. Treadwell
hundred dollars in full compensation suspected Dlgglns and demanded the
for loss of property sustained by him return of the whisky and also the keys
at the hands of the Navajo Indians to the editorial sanctum. Dlgglns deon or about March, 1S59, and the nied taking tbe liquor and also recourt ot claims is hereby given juris- fused to hand over the keys. Treaddiction to Investigate and try said well attacked Dlgglns and Bills atcase under the provisions of the Tu tempted to act as peacemaker. Treadcker Act, approved March 3, 1887, well then fired at Dlgglns, but hit
Bills In the neck. The second bullet
irrespective of the Indian Depreda- found
Dlgglns and both men probably
tion Act of March 3, 1891.
Senate will recover..
Chairman Clapp, ot the
committee on Indian Affairs has re
MRS. BALDWIN WROTE
ported to the Senate the appropriaSECRETARY OF NAVY.
afIndian
of
bureau
for
bill
the
tion
Besides the usual appropriafairs.
He 'Destroyed Letter But Remembers
tion, previously reported, it now con
Its Contents Well Fight Over ,
An
for
the
Delegate
tains
provisions
Big Estate.
drews for constructing two bridges
aoross the Rio Grande River, one at
Los Angeles, Dec. 20. In the suit
or near the Isleta Indian Pueblo, New
in which Mrs. Lillian Ashley
Mexico, and the other at or near San today
iurnbull Is endeavoring to break the
Alnot
from
New
far
Mexico,
Felipe,
will of "Lucky" Baldwin In favor of
thousand dollars;
buquerque, fifty-fiv- e
her daughter, on tbe claim that the
Provided, that Indian labor shall be daughter is Baldwin's by a common
employed as far aB practicable in the law marriage, a telegram waB read
AIbo the
building ot said bridges
from former Secretary of Navy John
provision for Delegate Cameron for D. Long stating that he had received
constructing a bridge across the Lit a letter from Mrs. Turnbull many
tle Colorado River on the Navajo Re years ago giving the details of the
servation at or near Tanner's Cros- contract of murrlage between her and
sing, Arizona, ninety thousand dol Baldwin, but the letter had been deThe Bums for the Indian stroyed. Mr. Long stated, however,
lars.
scholia at Albuquerque, $85,000, Santa he remembered the contents of the
Fort Mojave and letter very well.
$56,000, Phoenix,
Truxton Canyon, Arizona, remains as
that the hiatus must be connected and
previously reported.
considered as the one hundred and
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Dec. 19. Senator Cul third meridian. He reviews at length
berson reported his Joint resolution the acts of Congress, of Texas,
Mexico Clark's survey notes and reports. ' A
on the boundary ot Texas-Neextended
report compromise is spoken of by which
an
in
favorably
which was ordered printed. It dis- Nnw Mexico for rellnauishlns all Its
miles of claims would be given a million acres
closed that about fifty-si-x
the boundary is not connected, most of public lands either for Industrial
ly western boundary of Yoakum ana training schools or for municipal
at Albuaueraue. Santa Fe.
Cochran and the eastern boundary of
Culberson Insists Las Vegas and other. Incorporated
Chaves counties.

GROWTH IN SECTIONS.
The management of the Asylum for
LARHAZOLO'S COURSE APPROVED
THE JUDICIARY.
:
CONGRATULATIONS.
.
the Insane at Las Vegas made mors
the law and Invariably In Its last anThe Census Bureau has tent out
BY WALTON.
New Mexican Is pleased to note
The
i
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Is at white beat again, may the New Sun, the Rock Island Tribune, and constitution.
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with the constitution because the party advantage and thus set an exwhich way to turn at every
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bis successor and lt is an especiau,
to Zebulon M. Pike, who point but the new comers and the In- erty, J. T. Mabry, O. A, Richardson, constitution
monument
is to consist ample for New Mexico Democrats to
. nmnnnltton tODlace the was brought to Santa Fe in 1807 by creasing host of tourists' who travel James F. Hinkle, J. I. Hlnkle, General method, by which only a bare major- of elective Equalization
officers "who would be emulate. The Texas Democrats will
ana
of whims
the Spanish troops, should meet with for pleasure need to have the guide I. H. Elliott, Alvan N. White and a ity In the legislature can submit three likely to favor those tax payers to fight New Mexico's claims to what
Judiciary at the mercy
Senamendments every eight years while wnom
passions of popular sentiment law hearty support. The fort was some posts or they will cut Santa Fe coun- host of others who have declared with
tney owe tneir election," a now is Texas soil even though they
mamost puerile argument which would know that the annexation of tbe strip
where near La Jara, Conejos county, ty from their itineraries ln the fu- no uncertain tones that they will at other times it takes two thirds
timent changes like the wind;
man
the
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as lt does ln
a
neigh apply to every elective officer from tn question would ln all likelihood
not far across the New Mexico boun- ture. It would even puzzle many an work and vote for the ratification of jority the
does not It is best to have
in v " w tha- law even if he dary. The old land marks of history
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view is indicated by the uemocrauu youth of today and of tomorrow to as Is demanded by the Compiled
Dick law, which is a federal and not lupe county may be gauged from the
me
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an Ohio statute. Only states comply- following two items ln a Fort Sumner a Jewel, ln the Democratic casket,
v. pso Times, which says:
nation what those men accompllhed
the ln their day.
The Cattle Sanitary Board ln its
Arizona's untaxed Indians number ing with the terms of that statute re- pnper last week:
"No people can afford to bring
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"Judge C. D. Compton of Portales
24,129 or more than twice as many as ceive federal aid. New Mexico
The auto owners who oomplaln of report to Governor Mills yesterday
courts into the mire with dirty
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Thirty counties In Texas lost ln pop- those of New Mexico. This means plied with It as a Territory and under spoke to quite
the slight tribute exaoted from them incidentally gives one ot the causes
tir,imhlfi nolltlCS.
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the
the
the
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reus- New Mexico, not one county showed not exceed 175,000, while that of New a state. All the criticisms
ln Motor Age telling of clares that there are fewer cattle on
pressive fact that the turmer
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ln two
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the exactions on motor cars ln En- the New Mexico range than there
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area was taken na Is no longer In the same class
merely demagogic
greater part
and France. The writer has have been for a number of years, that
may be, the higher and purer ibetyps
sev- argument and favorably Impressed hiB gland
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again
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"A local politician made a spiel addition to the local taxation and thousand fewer bides were Inspected.
a year upward.
tion and injustice we naturally fctock the constitutional convention refused campaign cry of the Democrats but
are levied upon The range is being hemmed ln by
against the adoption of the constitu- other tributes which
to sign the constitution. Two others here comes Democratic Senator Culamong the courts that are the
Here In Santa Fe, where homesteads and the stock raising but!
him,
i
trade of nolltlclans, with which po were absent the greater part of the berson of another state and wants to
Why didn't the Democratic conven- tion, In the south part ot town, Wed
ness In accommodating itself to new
nesday evening. He did the best he autos hardly figure ln the assessment
session as well as on the evening on annul by resolution part of the Now tion say that the constitution is
Iitioians have a pull and which they
or In- - I which the ninetv-thre- e
and trust made? Are the as- could, but It was a "rotten' effort and rolls, a tax of $25 a year it consider conditions Is bound to contract in si
Where do the
delegates who Mexico constitution.
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of
he was dcridtl by all his hearers." ed an onerous imposition,
tute leaders overlooking any bets?
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people come ln on such a deal?
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United Staets Indian School at AlbuH, Paxton of Las Cruoes; A. A. Jones
planted to rice during the past sesson
and costly failures are quite certain
ol Las Vegas; and J. H. Crist of Mon- nuerque. New Mexico. It was referred THIRTEEN FLAWS
A
FOR
to the Senate committee on Indian
to result unless methods are followed.
ero, This committee bad labored sa
These farmers as a rule know but lit
slduously and its product satisfied
The nominations of Judge Roberts
tle about pumping plants, the build
the whole committee except In one
NEV SURVEY and Judge Wright for associate Justice
IN ESTANCIA
ing of levees tor rice irrigation, the
particular, the clause relating to the
of New Mexico supreme court were requantity of water to apply, and the
public lands, and this was modified.
It has
ferred by the Senate committee of
proper time ot application.
It was after 10 p. m., when the re
to
therefore been found necessary
the Judiciary to a subcommittee today
Wisdom
port was read to the sleepy conven There Is Poverty But No
aud
Criti
Resolution
Admits
Series of Bulletin Issued by detail
Combined
Culberson
Held
will
bis
to
to
devote
man
re
be
this
end probably
a
favorably
tion. It aroused no enthusiasm, there
ot
next
of
to
a
tbe
committee
to
rice
Democrats
Be
on
entire
time
Irrigacal Analysis
study
One Is Really Facing
103d Meridian to
ported
Agricultural Experiment
was no
,
what is worse,
tion and to work out, if possible by exMonday.
it aroused no opposition. There was
Could Find No More
Stations in the West
Starvation
True
Boundary
meth
and
better
to
wife
Sloan
cheaper
periments,
and
return
Governor
a moment's silence.
Then those in
ods than those now In vogue. A farmArliona tonight.
favor
of
to
the
were
resolutions
asked
er's bulletin on the Irrigation ot rice
AGREEON BOUNDARY QUESTION say "aye." There were half a dozen MEETING OF BAR EXAMINERS
ARID
WES
TRANSFORMING
for the benefit ot beginners will soon BUT INSISTS DN CLARK LINE PRINTED REPLY TO H. B.
faint "ayes." Then the "nays" were
be published.
STRICTURES.
FERQU880N'8
called tor and there were half a dozHumid
In
Region."
"Irrigation
Convention Does Not Make At en still fainter "nays," and the chair Beavers Continue to Do Damage
Canals and Ditches Should Be
Commission to Be Appointed
"The widespread drought of the
Delegate F. E. Wood Points Out InIs
titude As To Approval Test man declared tbe resolutions carried
Lined With Cement and PreMexico
Which
New
in Rio Arriba and Colfax
From
of
of
consistencies
Criticisms
the
most
summer
throughout
past
However, toe resolutions wera care
of Party Fealty.
Aimed at Militia Clause.
vent Seepage.
Counties.
to Be Excluded.
humid region has greatly Increased
fully guarded;, even the Democratic
the Interest In the Irrigation of gar
newspapers
present were refused
and orchards and
(Albuquerque Journal.)
las Democratic convent! on on Sat copies. Sunday was spent in still Captain Fred Fornoff of tbe Mount
"During tbe past year the office of dens, truck farms,
Washington, Dec. 18. Senator Cul
tbe demands on ths one agent we
Attorney General P. W. Clancy In urday, by courtesy called a territorial further whittling them down and pol- - ed Police returned last evening from
experiment stations, while maintain' have been able to detail to this work berson introduced the following Joint
bis article, replying to H. B.
a mass
was a psychological
as Ushlng the rough edges. The resolu Estancia where he attended
tag most ot the old lines ot work in have been far greater than he could resolution:
attack on the constitution, convention,
tions perform tbe seemingly impose! meeting as a representative of GovNot
Its
as
well
that
political
puzzle.
conven
Whereas the constitutional
Its irrigation investigations, has en meet. The advantage of irrigation as
stated that there was doubt aa to the
le task of reconciling two lrreconcll ernor Mills. Captain Fornoff reports
were
unexpected
mAtaaflltv et malrlna. anV declarations
deavored to modify its plans so as an insurance against tbe long dry tion recently held in the Territory of nilanm
ing positions, of riding two horses In tbat while there is undoubted poverty
of
out
Santa
telegraphed
common
crops New Mexico submitting for accept- reply to those attacks; tbe reason for
the Estancia valley, there was no
to meet tbe demands tor information spells for some of the
before the convention the opposite directions at the same in
out In a striking ance or rejection the draft of a pro- them being so apparent. This has
as yet
on the new Issues which are constant has been brought
time. In that respect they are a mas- evidence of real destitution
manner on several farms where ex posed constitution for the state of been my belief. I find, however, to adopted the resolutions but on ac
a model, a literary gem of The greatest needs will be seed tor
ly arising.
terpiece,
of
devious
the
count
the
motives,
sum
this
conducted
were
the
New Mexico to be voted upon by
my surprise, tbat many
spring planting, and the mass meeting
"This Is particularly true as regards periments
oom mois- voters ot said proposed state on the people have been deceived by that workings of the bosses, the lack of political crattmanshlp.
mer. As a result or
adopted a memorial addressed to Deleassistance which has been given ture and fertilizer toaaaing
The Boundary Question.
, the
the soil on ex 21st day of January, 1911. which pro part of the tirade that referred to the enthusiasm, the spirit of doubt and
gate to Congress W. H. Andrews urgThe task of
to tbe new settlers.
Then came a surprise, which any- perimental plats In Iowa by irrigating posed constitution contains a clause militia article of the constitution; unrest that pervaded the membership.
ing him to make representations to
converting desert land into productive with sewage, the yield of beets was
of sixty wnere else would have
consisted
convention
The
a
aroused
sltuaset
the
the
to
aside
not
annul
and
real
and
the Secretary of Agriculture so as to
understanding
attempting
fields Is not easy under the most fav Increased one and one-hal-f
times, that
run, tion, are taking the criticism serious- - men from the sixteen ot the twenty- gathering of New Mexico men to persuade htm to furnish free seed to
lines heretofore
orable circumstances, but when the of timothy was doubled, while the boundary established and legally
six counties. These sixty men baa in some demonstration of interest. But the Estancia valley farmers In time
ratified by ly,
marked,
one who attempts It knows little or
tbeir Pockets proxies representing 170 it did not on Saturday evening. J. H. for next season's crops.
yield of blue grass was ten times as the United States and the state of
The article is as follows:
nothing about Irrigated farming the great as on
plats.
Beavers Miking Trouble.
Texas; said lines between the Terri"Section 1. The MILITIA of this of the 272 delegates which were to Crist moved that the committee on
increased.
difficulties are greatly
wa
found that tory ot New Mexico and the state of state shall consist of all able-bodie- d
"At Neenah, Wis., it
have been chosen. These sixty men resolutions be authorized to draft a Game Warden Thomas P. Gable to
Those in charge of irrigation investi
sea
the
bearing
Texas having been run by John H. male citizens between the ages ot had been selected at direct primaries? separate resolution on the boundary day received two complaints from Rio
Irrigation prolonged
gations in the west have, therefore son ot strawberries ten days and In Clark the boundary commissioner tor
forty-fivexcept such Oh, no! Some bad Just selected question to be sent Delegate W. H. Arriba county and two from Colfax
devoted a considerable portion of their creased the yield 60 per cent. On the the United States in 1850 and 1860; eighteen and
as are exempt by laws of the United themselves even without the formall- - Andrews without reporting back to county, that beavers are doing much
time to advising the new comers as same field Irrigated carrots yielded 50 the said lines
and
now
known
being
States or of this state. The ORGAN-- ty of a convention. Others at mass con- - tbe convention. Isaac Barth aroused damage to irrigation dams, headgatea
to the methods best adapted to their per cent and Irrigated onions 150 per
recognized as tbe Clark lines; and,
IZED MILITIA shall be called the ventlons like that at Roswell of which himself sufficiently to remark that it and orchards snd asking for permls-sioad
Individual needs. This personal
cent more than the
to exterminate the animals which
Whereas, the United States and the National Guard of New Mexico,' ot the outside precincts complained they was rather unusual to empower a
vice, supplemented by practical bulle crops.
state ot Texas bsve patented land which the governor shall be the com-- had no notice. A few counties bad committee to draft a resolution and at present are protected.
mis
to
much
prevent
tins, has done
The utilization of a flowing well based upon the Clark lines as the mander-in-cbieBar Examiners Meet.
delegate conventions at which many adopt it for a convention without the
takes and to safeguard the settler at Albany, Ca., In Irrigating corn the boundary between Texas and tbe
But convention knowing the purport of The territorial board of bar exam
Sec. 2. The legislature shall pro- - precincts were not represented.
from either partial or total failure.
iners met on Saturday, Attorney W. J.
past season quadrupled the yield, and Territory ot New Mexico.
vide for the ORGANIZATION, disct be that as it may, the convention on the resolution. Mr. Crist then
"So widespread an Interest has of as a result ot an experiment conduct
Therefore be it resolved; by the
and equipment of the militia, Saturday laboriously marched up tbe
He told of the successive Lucas of Las Vegas, and Julius Staab
late been created in the east regard ed by this department, wells are being Senate, the House of Representatives pline
which shall conform as nearly as hill and then stealthily sneaked down attempts Texas has made to swipe of Albuquerque as well aa Secretary
ing irrigation In tbe west that the de- sunk In this district for the Irrigation concurring, that any provision ot said practicable to the organization, disci- sections of land from New Mex Jose D. Sena being present Examina
the other side. It condemned the
partment has been flooded with re of corn, cotton, and legumes In order proposed constitution that in any way pllne and equipment of the regular constitution as
were drafted and
but In ico, and how Delegate W. H. Andrews tion questions
examined.
twenty-fiv- e
quests for information as to the con to insure against drought, to, Intro tends to annul or change the boundary army of the United States, and Bhall the same breath declared It would not had
applications
Sereno
Hon.
Payne,
Instigated
ditions and possibilities of different duce scientific rotation and to Increase lines between the state of Texas and
One applicant said he would swear
the maintenance thereof, be
for
it.
to
vote
for
provide
session
the
of
at
last
congress,
only
The series ot bulletins on the profits from small farms."
districts.
to everything except the place and
the State or Territory of New Mexico
Mr. Fergusson says: "All citizens
The resolutions themselves show to defeat the iniquitous Culberson res- date ot his
The Department of Agriculture has shall be of no force or effect but shall between tbe ages of eighteen and
irrigation prepared by this depart
birth, which he said, howIts
apolution
has
made
which
ot
H,
diction
beautiful
Crist
J.
again
with western established an office of Irrigation in be construed so as not In any way to forty-fivment In
ever, was a matter of family record.
not exempted by law, are the
s pearance
In
said
He
that
meaningless-nesMachiavellian
the
congress.
and
state engineers and others has don vestigations at Agricultural College change, affect or alter the said boun by this constitutional enactment
The board will meet again on January
of A. A. Jones. They are re Delegate Andrews at his own expense 4, 1911, to examine
much to furnish the Information de- and this office Is In charge of F. L. dary lines known aa the Clark lines drafted or conscripted (it la not a
applicants.
- had
rea
of
self
thousands
of
ot
because
markable
their
copies
printed
bulletins
sired. Of this series, ten
Governor Mills
Any In and heretofore run vand marked by nnluniaM, natfAl-- l
Intft ttlA
(tfltA
today appointed
Blxby, Irrigation engineer.
and
was
tbat
which
that
Tnere
the
irrefutable,
tralnt'
brief,
and
four
will
be
have already been published
Austin A. Ball of Farmlngton, San
him as commissioner on the part of militia; and while In such service, are
quiries regarding Irrigation
u,n0 charge
on
the
laid
had
"rumsoaked
and
is
constitution
congress
thereupon,
more are being prepared. When com- gladly taken up and Irrigators of the the United States and concurred In by nHW ,
Juan county, and Ross M. Merritt of
m dinninlina a. the solresolution at Its Albuquerque, notaries public.
nt the "trust made"; there is no claim that shelf the Culberson
th rn.inr rm
plete, the irrigation conditions as re- Territory are urged to make their the State of Texas, and the former Air.
'
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
"The regular the rights of the people were tramp-soldie- last session..
gards tbe climate, soil, water supply, wants known. The policy of the de- ratification of said lines by the United United States"
extent ot land, crops, etc., of each partment as regards New Mexico is States by the act approved March 3,
must when led up to the ene- - lea "Pon by tn Interests; there is no- W. R. McGlll made a feeble reply today received $9,178.47 from E. Pin- munaer againsi me gang ana uu o- in which he made several startling ney, treasurer ot Bernalillo county.
state and territory in the west will tbe same as it has been In other 1891; and the State of Texas by the my. Are upon him If so ordered."
as statements.
But he modified those
The office force of the executive
be accurately described.
states, tbat of bettering conditions of Joint resolution passed March 25,
That criticism la itself characteris- - nunciatlon of the Republicans
"In former days water for Irriga- the irrigation farmer by giving ad 1891, shall be held and deemed
tic of the entire article. There is lust such. The resolutions are more re- - statements by saying that they are office is mailing out today a thousand
tion purposes was both plentiful and vice in the economical use and distri conclusive location and settlement of enough truth in It to veil the out- - markable for what they do not con- merely the opinion of a Jack leg law- copies of the annual report of Governto use U bution ot water to crops.
said boundary lines.
yer. One of these was, that the de- or Mills which is sbuci full of inter
cheap and in attempting
rageously false impressions tbe writer tain than for what they say,
much was wasted. In many parts of
The convention was in session from fining of state boundaries was not a esting and accurate statistics of New
Sec. 2. That tbe President of the Intended to convey. He insidiously,
the west the old wasteful methods still ABEMICIO CORDOVA FOUND
United States Is hereby authorized In and it would appear, intentionally, two o'clock in the afternoon to mid- state question but a national ques- Mexico conditions.
prevail, although the value of water
GUILTY OF SEDUCTION conjunction with the State of Texas, confused the term "militia," which, night with a recess for supper, but all tion. (He had evidently never heard
results
Benefit
fold.
The
has increased many
and
to
the boun as every lawyer knows, ordinarily the convention work was done In that every state constitution defines
of seepage measurements of irrigation Youth Under Fourteen Years of Age dary lines heretofore established and means and includes all the
less than an hour, while the time was the boundaries ot the state.) He de- You Must Read This if You Want ths
J. W. Greer, Greenwood, La., suf
channels obtained by the department,
marked by John H. Clark between
men ot every state, with the wasted behind closed
committee clared that congress alone had the
Guilty of Wronging Girl Even
or "national doors. At one time, the newspaper right to fix state boundaries. (This fered with a severe case of lumbago.
New Mexico and the State of Texas "organized
coupled with the high price of water
militia,"
Younger.
and for such purpose be Is hereby au guard," tbat refers to and means only representatives were politely asked to proposition put into effect would "The pains were so Intense I was forcrights and tbe rise in value of agricultural products, have Induced many
thorized and empowered to appoint
those regularly enlisted in companies step outside and they obeyed, but be- cause another Civil War.) He topped ed to hydomertc Injections tor relief.
15.
M
Dr. commissioner
Dec.
Albuquerque, N.
who in conjunction and subject to the call ot the gov- hind the closed doors the little com- these statements by saying that the These attacks started with a pain in
companies to line their main canals.
the small ot my back which gradually
As a result many channels which for- Jose L. Duran, arrested some months with such commissioner as ma be ernor in emergencies.
mittee found it Just as difficult as did Texas- - New Mexico boundary dispute
He well knew-i-eve-ry
merly lost 20 to 30 per cent of their ago on a charge or practicing medi appointed by and on behalf of the
kindergarten the constitutional convention of 100 had been settled. That it was no became fairly paralyzing. My attention was attracted to Foley's Kidney
ot Texas tor the same purpose, lawyer knows that every able-bodie- d
total flow are now practically water- cine without a
all differ longer an open question. (Ha evi
members to reconciliate
license, and who ap State
Remedy and I am glad to say after
the boundary between man In any state is a member of the ences of
shall
tight. In many cases such improveno
frantic
was
not
the
followed
has
get dently
oplnior There
using this wonderful medicine I am
ments would not have been made If pealed to tbe district court after being the Territory of New Mexico and the "militia," that is, liable to military
away from the fact tbat of the efforts of Texas lately made to have no longer bothered In sny way by my
tbe attention of tbe managers bad not found guilty In a Justice of the peace State of Texas as follows:
service when needed at the call of the ting
x
were
thirty-siopIt
adjudicated.)
delegates,
old enemy lumbago." Sold at Capital
been called by our engineers to the trial, was arraigned before Judge Ira
Beginning at the point where the nation or state. I bis Is true, consti- sixty to the constitution, but each of
But the convention kept on slum Pharmacy.
A. Abbott yesterday morning and said 103d
posed
Congress those thirty-sidegree of longitude west from tution or no constitution.
large losses sustained and the best
withdrew
in
difterent
Crist
some
bad
The
to
despair
bering.
pleau guilty.
Greenwich intersects the parallel of can call us to the very last man and
means of preventing this waste. In that he desired
bad the his resolution, but Isaac Barth now ory selection ot United States sens.
These thirty-si- x
reasons.
court sentenced Duran to serve thirty 36
used
other
cases farmers
large
degrees and 30 minutes north lati we must obey. The sheriff of our
to
rescue.
With stentorian tors; twelfth, because the constitu
sentence
came
the
the
over
to
all
other
In
it
Jail, but suspended
put
amounts ot water without realizing days
tude as determined and filed by John own county can today call every one power
r
behavior. Dur H.
who bad proxies, giving voice, be moved that a special com- tion does not provide for a corrupt
how excessive was the use until meas- upon promise of good
Clark, the commissioner on the ot us to his assistance, and we com- twenty-fouo
votes mittee be appointed to draft a reso- practices act; thirteenth, and this is
urements were taken. When the Irri an had already served six months in part of the United States, In the mit a crime if we refuse. Were it them altogether seventy-twninety-eigh- t
votes the op- lution urging Delegate Andrews to do held to be tbe prise Joker, so few ot
Jail and the court took this Into con
years 1859 and 1860; thence south with otherwise, we would cease to be s against the
gators of the San Joaquin valley of
sentence. In the line run
law com- his utmost to preserve the rights at the delegates know Just exactly what
California first began to apply water slderatlon when passing
by said Clark for the nation or a state, because the ulti ponents ot the fundamental
Duran was sentenc- said 103d
d
on what had been
grain the Justice court,
degree of longitude to the mate power of any state or nation, is manded. But the majority was not New Mexico in tbe boundary dispute it means. The constitution is objected
ed to serve three months In Jail and 32d
Tbe resolution went to In the thirteenth place because
fields they frequently used over
parallel of north latitude to the its ability to arm its citizens and by tyrannical; it did not dare to be, for with Texas.
of this to pay a fine of $100. He appealed to point marked by said Clark as the force compel obedience to Its laws. It knew that the use ot the Bteam through with a whoop not a single the manner of selecting the lands
feet Now about one-thir- d
amount is found to be ample. Tbe wa- the district court and being unable to southeast corner of New Mexico, and The provision in question merely de- roller would have rent from bow to vote being recorded against it Tbe granted by the United States does not
com
of clares what would be the law with- stern what was left of the Demo committee named consists ot Isaac comply with the terms of tbe enabling
thence west with the 32d
ter users of Greely and neighboring furnish the necessary bond, was
to Jail. He spent six north latitude as determineddegree said out it and
attempts to exclude from cratic hulk. There was a psycholog- Barth, N. B. Laugblin and J. H. Crist act This, It was held, would prevent
by
districts in Colorado used to think pelled toIngo
before
months
the
Jail
county
the new state from acquiring
the
New Central Committee.
those who can thus be called, persons ical moment during the evening ses
Clark to tbe Rio Grande.
their crops would burn up unless they
his
trial.
was
for
he
During
arraigned
See. 3. That tbe parts of the line under eighteen and those over forty-fiv- e sion, when one word from the leaders
had a miner's inch of water to tbe
Upon motion of W. B. Walton, a lands so granted possibly for years
be
that
confinement
and
thus
thought
probably
deprive the state and its inand marked monuments along; the 82d
acre. Now they are raising crops on
like W. B. Walton, who has been dub new central committee was named,
years of age.
be better to plead guilty and
The two short sections comprising bed tbe Grant County Napoleon, botb each county selecting two members, stitutions from the revenue expected
the same ground that are worth about it would
parallel of north latitude, and that
trust to the mercy of the court In
four times as much with about
part of the line marked by monuments the article were taken almost ver on account of his appearance and his but as ten counties were not repre- for this source.
For all these reasons the conven
the water formerly used. They passing sentence than Isto risk a trial. along the 103d degree of longitude batim from the constitution of Utah, tactics, would have been the spark sented, the committee was not comVerdict
Cordova Guilty
west from Greenwich; the same be and are to be found in substance in that would have sent up the entire pleted. Every
and ev- tion declared that it was for the best
are learning that cultivation takes the
A verdict of guilty was returned at
ing the east and west and north and the constitution of the United States Democratic works. But the moment ery
for congress was al- Interests ot New Mexico that the conplace of Irrigation to a great extent. 10 o'clock
yesterday morning by the south line between Texas and New and in the constitutions of nearly ev- Dassed. and the resolutions
farms estabwere so given a place on the committee stitution should be rejected, and all
"The demonstration
which sat In tbe case of tbe Ter Mexico, and run
ad- good citizens are urged to vote and
by authority of the ery state In the Union. I have a few adopted with a faint "yea," while a which after tbe convention
lished in former years have been Jury
versus Abeniclo Cordova, in Act of
It ls declared that
Congress, approved June 6, of tbe constitutions now before me still fainter "nay" was recorded. It journed, and despite the Sunday law, act accordingly.
maintained. These have been of great ritory
of
on
a
It
dicted
the party fealty of no person shall be
seduction,
charge
1858, and known as tbe Clark lines, and I find the same sections In words was a
value during the past year in showing,
the lrrecon- organized by electing W. C. McDonfor
victory
Pyrrhus
he
Rosa
that
mistreated
ln
being alleged
consequence of his vote
which said lines as run by said Clark or substance in the constitutions of
Burk- questioned
among other things, the benefits to be Chaves.
on tbe constitution, but all good DemThe Jury was out from 6 have been confirmed as aforesaid by these states: Oregon, Utah, Wash cllables and they knew It for their ald chairman, and Summers
derived from the use of scanty water
leader remarked to a leader on the hart secretary; McDonald succeeding ocrats are urged to
10
o'clock
until
Tuesday
yesterday
help reject the inthe Act of Congress approved March ington, North Dakota, South Dakota,
supplies on small field in connection
other side: 'No use of your opposing W. B. Walton. It was the concensus strument ln order that the convention
Cordova wns recommended
1891, and the Joint resolution of Ohio, North Carolina, New York, Wywith dry farming. At the Cheyenne morning.
ln
not
do
interfere
to
of the committee pot
these resolutions for they
to the mercy of court Both Cordova the
may reassemble and write a constituof Texas,
legislature
passed oming, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri
farm during the last season, 54 bushand the girl whom it Is alleged he March 25, 1891, shall remain the true and Montana. I have not access at mean anything." But the whole thing way or the other and to assume an at- tion in accord with the wishes ot the
els of oats were raised per acre with
or
But
five
of
bow
demonstration
a
was
titude of masterly Inactivity.
are each under fourteen
people as expressed at the polls on
boundary lines of the Territory of present to others, but do not doubt
the application of only 8 inches of wronged
six men can dominate an entire party many of the Individual leaders will January 21.
years of age.
i
mat tney are to tne same effect.
New Mexico.
water, irrigation while the crop grown
the
ls
the
18
for
tranee
coats
and
a
oft
their
take
fight
The New Central Committee.
ln,
Those states have had such provis-- that
Provided, That it shall be the duty
without Irrigation was practically a
On the committee
MORTON P. PRINCE WILL
adoption of the constitution for they
at large were
of the commissioners appointed under ions for years and we have never. New Mexico Democracy.
failure. Alfalfa yielded 4,805 pounds
"hosts"
New
Democratic
the
chance
that
But
the
before
realize
that
only
placed on Saturday evening: Charles
WRITE OF THE WAR. this act to remark said old Clark heard of their citizens being "drafted
ot hay per acre with the application
on
accent
to
"hosts,"
rehablll
the
the
has
F.
with
Mexico
Democracy
EaBley, of Santa Fe; A. A. Jones
monuments and line where they can or conscripted," to do strike duty or
of 1,313 Inches, while the unrrigated
to tate Itself will come through state and O. A.
Man to Tell New be found and identified by the original other similar service.
Larrazolo, of Las Vegas;
Tbe constitu went home, the conservatives had
field yielded only 550 pounds. Beard- Clever Harvard
the
unprecefor
one
more
W.
B. Walton of Silver City;
Insur-reotoprice
hood.
s
Mexican's Readers What
monuments now on the ground, or tional provisions In question, do not pay
j. H,
less barley, with the application of
radicals.
ot
the
moderation
dented
Resolutions.
of
The
Crist,
rule
Monero; J. G. Fitch of SoAre Doing,
where monunientB are now missing or change the
existing at present,
9.7 Inches of water yielded only 81
to Elba.
was
sent
is
It
Walton
that
S.
declare
corro;
resolutions
W,
N.
0.
no
The
Marron
and
Napoleon
than
knows
one
Hopewell,
that better
the lines cannot be found but their
bushels per acre; that unlrrlgated and
Before leaving for Old Mexico, original position can be shown by Mr. Fergusson, and this cheap at To make the dose palatable, how- the sense of the delegates represent and H. B. Fergusson of Albuquerque.
raised on summer fallowed ground
C.
W.
To these members named
ot
Democrats
the
conservative,
of
another
deceive
ever,
the
well
to
has
no
majority
Morton
Prince
who
or
tempt
ing
by the conevidence
meaning people
competent
Peabody
by the topobushels.
yielded only
to oppose this McDonald of Carrlzozo, was elected New Mexico that they condomn the vention, the committee added a large
At Gooding, Idaho, 8.8 tons ot red relatives In the west but many friends graphic maps or field notes made by and thuB get them
ot
the constitution for Just thirteen reasons: number ot others.
re-ac- t
The following
on to succeed him as chairman
clover was harvested from land which promised to write letters for the San- said Clark, the monuments so found constitution, cannot fall to
central com
Democratic territorial
First, because it ls difficult to counties named their committeemen in
received only 19 Inches of irrigation ta Fe New Mexican on what is doing or their position so identified shall de- the parties responsible for It.
Alof
the
F. B. WOOD.
convention, while the others will
mittee and Summers Burkhart
amend; second, because of the expen
water. These results show what can in Old Mexico, especially among the termine the true position and course
of the boundary lines as marked by
buquerque waB retained SB secretary. stve system of Judiciary provided and announce their memberB later: Berna
be done with a limited supply of wa- Insurrectos.
to
to
the
vIBlons
llllo,
Isaac Barth and A. Fleischer of
the power given
legislature
Id Clary to the full extent ot the TWO CHILDREN REPORTED TO
Already Bernadotte Jones has
writer of
Mr. Prince is a clever
ter when properly applied.
HAVE PERISHED IN SNOW, j of a "Coming Back From Elba"- move- Increase the number of Judges; third, Albuquerque.
Colfax, John Morrow
"The need of investigating the ques- prose and poetry and his wide expe- survey made by him, and where no
ment at the tag end of which there because tbe terms ot the Judges are of Raton and Julius Uhlfelder of
tions which arise In connection with rience In traveling lu foreign coun- survey was actually originally made on
Elizabethtown.
because
to
the
too
a
now
sev
fourth,
from
It
has
Mora
But
legisla
long;
Report
that
Curry, O. L. Owen of
will be no St. Helena.
the use of water In irrigation is so tries his adaptability to conditions said lines it shall be the duty ot the
tive provisions are extravagant ln that Clovls and John W. Chllders of Texi-co- .
run a straight en year old son and eight year old the story in chronological order.
keenly felt by the people of the west that confront him, and hlB excellent said commissioners to
Dona Ana, M. C. O'Hara and J.
of a native family In the
they provide for Just twice the numPermanent Organization,
that several western states are now memory, will serve him to great use line between the nearest points de- daughter
under the terri H. Paxton of Las Cruces. Grant, CoWhen the convention reassembled ber of legislators
with the department in In his adventurous trip. He carries termined by the Clark map, field western part of Mora county wander
notes and survey, and when said ed away from home and evidently lost on Saturday af'ernoon, after a recess, torial system ; and that the salaries of lin Neblott and John L, Burnside of
the prosecution of these studies. For letters from prominent
people to
are Increased; fifth, be Silver City. Guadalupe, Frank Trex-le- r
their way. Searching parties have
H Wroth of Albuquerque, for the members
years the states of California and others of prominence In Mexico and straight lines have been so run, mark- failed to locate
of Vaughn and Manuel B. Baca of
them and as the the jcommittee on permanent organi- cause the compensation ot the state
Utah have given dollar for dollar for during the year he spends on the ed and agreed upon by the commisSanta Rosa. Lincoln, W. C. McDonsnow is deep It ls feared they have
the following for per- officers is higher than the services are ald
the purpose of carrying on this work. western coast on an exploring expedi- sioners, they shall thereafter form the
reported
zation,
of Carrlzozo, and Porflrlo Chaves
tbe
salaries and expens
sixth,
perished ln the hills.
true boundary lines.
The states of Idaho and Wyoming are
manent officers ond tnose took their worth;
es ot tbe corporation commission are of Lincoln. Luna, J. A. Mahoney and
tion, he will doubtless have much of
Sec. 4. That the sum of $20,000, or
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C.
Baca
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likewise
E.
stations:
contributing
1b necessary;
Interest to tell ot the country, and so much thereof as may be necessary, A SIMPLE SAFEGUARD
seventh, be- J N. Upton of Deming. Mora, Eugeom- - higher than
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investigachairman, and Eugenio
cause the burden of taxation will be nio Romero and Ambroslo Rael. Rio
he sees.
FOR MOTHERS. Vegas,
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tion of problems peculiar to these people
of
secretary.
ero
Mora,
Mr. Prince was a brilliant student ated out of any money in the treas
Increased under state government; Arriba, Jose R. Martinez, Jr., ot Tier
Mrs. D. QllkeBon, 826 Ingles Ave.,!
that there
states. In time it Is expected that
ra Amarilla and Jose M. Lopez of Cha-mitof equalizaat Harvard completing the course in ury, not otherwise appropriated, to YoungBtown, Ohio, gained wisdom by tials committoe reported
had eighth, because the board
it
many other states will enter Into co- three
contests.
However,
no
were
tion consists entirely of elected offRoosevelt, A. J. Givens of Ellda,
years and was a class mate of carry out the purposes of this act;
experience. "My little girl had a se--!
over
the
knotty
operative arrangements with the dewhile
a
San
Branson Cutting, at whose home he
'Provided, That the person or per- - vere cold and coughed almost con- wrangled whether Chairman W. B. icers who may have campaign debts and Cole Howard of Portales.
partment for the Investigation of Irrito pay and thus be under obligation Juan, Walter M. Danburg of Farming-ton- ,
visited while In Santa Fe.
ns who shall be appointed and em tinuously. My sister recommended question
votes of Chaves to the
cast
gation problems.
the
could
Walton
D.
and M.
Taylor, Aztec. Santa
people and corporations whoso
ployed on the part ot the State of Foley's Honey and Tar, The first dose
"In many sections of Louisiana, Arcounties which had
When your feet are wet and oold
gave her relieved tbe Inflammation and Eddy him. A recess was then taxes they are called upon to fix; Fe, Arthur Sellgman aud Marcellno
exas, shall be paid by the said state.
kansas and Mississippi the ravages of
to
Garcia
of
Santa
Fe. San Miguel, J.
and
ninth, because the apportionment for
Senator Penrose, upon the request ln her throat and after using only one
the boll weevli have made the grow- and your body chilled through
the coma big of Delegate Andrews, Introduced an bottle her throat and lungs were en-- ; taken until 8 p. m., to permit
and Judicial purposes is D. Hand of Los Alamos and E. C. de
take
legislative
from
exposure,
through
cotton
the
and
prounprofitable
formulate a
ing of
from inflammation. Since mittee of resolutions to
Torrance,
Inequitable; tenth, because it ls held Baca of East Las Vegas.
ducers are substituting other crops. dose of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy amendment to the Indian appropria- tlrely free
before tion bill, which is now before the then I always keep a bottle of Foley's platform. This committee assigned that there is no limit on county or F. F. Jennings of Willard, and C. R.
water
hot
in
feet
bathe
your
of
rice
with
the
growing
Experiments
consist
a
to
task
Estancia.
of
be
the
eleventh,
cerhouse.
Easley
municipal Indebtedness;
Senate committee on Indian
Accept
affairs, Hoeny and Tar in the
have proved that It can be grown going to bed, and you sre always
of H. B. Fergusson of AlbuquerTaos Richard P. Oakley, Taos;
cause of the absence of direct legistsIn consequence, tain to ward off a severe cold. For appropriating $25,000 for the construc- no substitute. ' Sold by Capital Phar ing W. B. Walton
there profitably.
J. t0n olreo primaries and the advis- Juan N. Vigil, Talpa.
Silver
of
City;
at
new
the
ot
que;
a
tion
macy.
boys' dormitory
large areas of cotton land have been sale by all dealers.
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elusion of "the recall" in all Its
vloiouaness, and because ot other
features which Democrat and Reregard as
publicans at Washington
objectionable.
"This constitution rejected at Washington, that la the end of statehood
for years to come.
"The enemies of statehood are more
than pleased that Arizona $as foolishly played into their hands.
"President Taft, Arizona's consistent friend, and our most powerful advocate of statehood cannot conscientiously approve the constitution that
bas been framed.
"Tbe president hopes that we will
yet enable him to do his duty by the
country and at the same time help
our rejection;
us Into-- the. Union-bof this constitution and the adoption
ot another constitution which he can
approve..
"This is the Information brought
home by Governor Richard E. Sloan,
after conferring with the president
and with the leaders of the Republican and Democratic parties in

to help El Paso in this matter, and
not a moment's time should be lost
"Bl Paso is not only in danger of
not securing an enlarged post, but Is
in danger of losing the fort altogether, according to reports, although it
the war
hardly appears possible that
a serdepartment would commit such
ious blunder. Still, politics have done
worse things.
"Colonel Alfred C. Sharpe, now In
command of Fort Bliss, deserves con
slderation and thanks for the earnest
wnrk he has done" In behalf of a
no
larger Fort Bliss. With absolutely
interest In the matter except that he
wishes to see the army improve a fort
Imnortant as Fort
mi no Africa 11 V HO
done good work
0
eolonel
ha
i
be'nalf ot m paso, Bnd his advice
in
.nl,ht by El Pasoans war
to .the
presenting their claims
department and to congress."

The "explosive" possibilities that
In a big oity like New
York stagger the imagination. It all
the powder, dynamite, steam- boilers,
o
gas retorts, in the Metropolis were
blow up at onoe, the disaster would
inproduce Indescribable horror. An
stance of this was given yesterday
when a gas and dynamite explosion
sent a street car up in the air and
crashing Into an automobile, killing its
occupants, while ten Nocks away persons were thrown down by the shock
through
of the explosion or hurled
plate glass windows. What a picture
tor a movlna nloture machine! The
flash of the explosion, a street car going up and falling .like a meteor into
the automobile the deal, the, injured,
the scurrying browda, the rush of six
the
priests to the scene to administer
sacraments to the dying, and on the
side scenes of grim humor, Jlke that
of the Uttle , girl,, who ..was flung
through a plate glass door and deposin front of a candy
ited
counter and without a scar on her.
Wasn't there an . old saying some
years ago that truth is stranger than
fictlonT

are hidden

QUARTER
GATTLE

!

IIILLIUI

SHIPPED

IN

FINE SHAPE

Fewer Animals on New Mex- Almost Million and Half Suf
plus in Twenty Six County
ico Ranges Than In
Treasuries.
Former Years

$77,000 were: Colfax $71,339.44, Curry
$42.,206.33; Dona Ana $64,376.68; Ed
dy $34,609.31;
Guadalupe $33,826.71;
Lincoln $73,643.86; Mora $36,740.42;
Otero $44,494.93;
Quay $37,181.99;
Rio Arriba $43,964.37; Sandoval
San Miguel $73,149.64; Sierra
TorSooouro $76,178.20;
133,862.09;
rance $30,818.98; Union $35,721.37. .

Poatal News.
Washington, Dec, 21. Tbe star service has been changed from Glenwood
to Cooney, effective January 1, 1911,
to end at Cooney. No change in distance. The postal officials have been
SMALL-PO- X
mexicoIrrTgatiom
MOINES
new
notified that firearms and ammunition
ATJES
JOHN K. 8TAUFFBR,
sent to parsons living in Old Mexico
r.
Secretary-Treasurewill be returned to the sends.
,
Small
Settlein
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Sixteen
Colof
of
It It Superior to That
Washington, Dec' 41. The1 'Dostot-flce.TSl- te
;
orat
at Silver City has been
ment That Wat Opposed to
Entered ai Second Class Matter
rado and It Better Ad- '
dered changed to the. east side of
Santa ! Postofflce.
'".'
Vaccination.
ministered. vv'!'
. .
Boulevard street between Yankee and
Market street, on and after February
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
'
Governor Mills and Territorial En ,1, 191W'-c-Governor Mills left this afternoon
.u
.$ .W
Dally, per week, by carrier .
tor Albuquerque to attend a Good gineer. Charles D. Miller were much Tbe poBtoffioe at Grand Union coun. .75
Dally, per month, by carrier
on
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Roads meeting. He will return tomor- nleased with the work done
Mail to
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THREE VIEWS ON CONSTITUTION
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MAKING.
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Territorial Funds.
Insurance Policies.
. 1.50
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Chaves upon advice of Attorney Gem
stitution making
M
day received tbe following remittanWeekly, per month.......;
Ros- ces: James Sutherland, Chavei coun- move the convict camp to the Santa era! Frank W. Clancy has approved
.50
Thus are Anally, and we may say these days. The first is from the
Weekly, per quarter
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near
s
road
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T.
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Democrat-sonWatson,
100 officially, stated to the people of
simplified policies of the Equitable
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completed Life Assurance Association of tbe
00
It Is too bad that sorrow, poverty, coln county $1,703.16; Land Commis- road up the canon baa beenthe
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States, which cut' out much ot
must obtrude
The Weekly New Mexican Review months urged our Arizona readers to d,"
tch and tne third is from the crime,
divide tvinx ud with them on the the picturesque but unnecessary and)
at Fund.
Is tbe oldest newspaper in New Mex- consider.
The Republican is honest
ubll4n Clayton Citizen. Says the the notice of rejoicing humanity
con
second level. This now affords a
'
Involved verbiage of the past.
ico. It Is sent to every postoffloe in with its readers at all times. It
this season, but the Associated PresB
Incorporation.
tinuous road of more than fifteen
tells of
a large and er intentionally misleads
tti Territory and ha
Incorporation papers were Died tothem.j ..Tne'Trlbune citizen takes two full dispatch on another page
ot
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miles
to within a few
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INDIAN TURQUOISE TAKERS
, .rni.n Whv it is now op- - thousands of shivering, starving men day In the office of Territorial Secre- miles and
'
growing circulation among tbe Intel. Before laying before its readers any
That portion of the road conARE NOT A MYTH.
consideration In line in Chicago, patiently waiting tary Nathan Jaffa by the Antelope Pecos.
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.Vi .... -iected the 'Oregon plan1 into
The Associated Press dispatch says:
conditions, Miller, who returned from Colorado ed. The road will then be pushed been contplaining tbat Indians stole
Boueeiasi evening, aweuuam- on
rament Therefore, while "Governor Sloan, who has Just re- - manitarian, before these
civilization
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of the United States Indian school at
Santa Fe, and Francis C. Wilson, TJ.
S. attorney for the Pueblo Indians,
went to Albuquerque last night
J. H. Crist of Monero, Rio Arriba
county, delegate ln the constitutional
convention, and how a delegate to the
Territorial Democratic Convention
which is being held this afternoon, ar
rived in the city last night
MiMrs. J. M. Diss and Mrs. C. D.
ller held an afternoon at home Tues
of
day Instead of the fourth Tuesday
the month and an unusually large
number of callers contributed to
make the affair a very pleasant one.
Reverend J.' H. Messer of Albuquerfrom Alque, arrived here yesterday
at the
buquerque and is registered
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W C McDonald, president of last
..nitarv board, arrived
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H
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SKINAFFECTIONS

WHETHER ON INFANT OR GROWN
PERSON CURED BY ZEMO '
AND ZEMO 80AP.
An Unusual Offtr.
'
The Capital Pharmacy drug store
says to every person, he It man, woman or child, who has an Irritated,
tender or Itching skin to come to eur
store and and procure a bottle of
ZEMO and a cake of ZEMO aoap and
If you are not entirely satisfied with
results, come back and get your
money. So confident are we of the
efficacy of this clean, simple treat
ment that we mak you this unusual
1
offer.
ZEMO Is a clean llqu'l for external
na that ku cured so many cases of
eczema, pimples, dandruff' and other
forms of skin eruption. ZifiMU ana
ZEMO soan are the most economical
as well ts the cleanest and most effective treatment for affeoUons of the
skin or scalp, whether on Infant or
grown person.
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$55,000

FOR

TWO BRIDGES

STATEHOOD
WILL BRING
RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
W. H. Godilr, Chicago Financier, In
terested In Pecos Vsllay, Boosts

for Constitution.

'

'

Roswell, N. M-- , Dec. 17. W. H. Go- 1
IV
dalr, of Chicago, president of the
First National Bank, and his son. Ar
thur G. Godalr, of St. Louis, who
were here about a week looking after
their business and extensive property
interests, left for the east. They
SCHOOL
INSPECTION
TRIPS ANDREWS PUSHED PROJECTS were here taking a look at conditions
before W. H. Godalr goes to Florida
to spend tbe winter and then takes
Game Warden Finds no Strong Arizona Constitutional Conven- a summer trip to Europe. They are
deeply Interested in the success of the
tion Memorializes Congress
Opposition to Constitution
Pecos Valley and the whole Territory,
in Sierra County.
on Panama Exhibition.
specially since they have such heavy
holdings here, and it will be of great
Governor William J. Mills today an
ii
i j.
Washington, Dec. 17. There will interest to know that such- a man as
nounced the appointment of Charles be a vote la the house by January 17 W. H. Godalr considers the adoption
D. Miller to be territorial engineer to on the
fight between New Orleans of tbe constitution highly important
succeed Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan and Ssn Frsnclsco, for the
HON. WILLIAM. B. WALTON.
exposition since It means statehood.
who on New Tear leaves the service to celebrate the Panama Canal
Mr. Godalr was asked by a repreDelegate In the Constitutional Convention From Silver City, Grant County
open
of the Territory. The appointment is
sentative
1915.
Is
what
In
stateot
no
This
he
made possible
thought
rrominent Democrat Who Will 8upport the Constitution.
a very happy one, because Mr, Miller ing
by an understanding reached by the hood. He said: "By all means you
as assistant engineer has been Mr.
should secure this when the opportun
House committee on rules today.
Sullivan's right hand and will pursue
Hon. William B. Walton, chairman at the November term
ity offers. I have not read the constiInadequate Defenses.
of court, 1893.
the policies Inaugurated by the latter
Washington, December 17. Secre tution in full, but from what I have of the territorial Democratic Central ' Shortly after coming to the
and which are proving so great a sucfrom
read
and
extracts
and
comments
Dickenson
War
of
to
sent
today
whose courageous Btand 1017 Mr' Walton became connected
cess and have made the territorial en tary
to the thereon, I think the proposed constithe house a letter In
ta
gineer's office of the greatest value McLschlan resolution reply
tution a very good one. Anyway it in favor of the constitution, ha. made j 7"
the
concerning
for the development of New Mexico.
"
should be approved by the people, for him many new friends the past
national
v
of
defenses.
k:
(1i
The
Inadequacy
Mr. Miller is still a very young man,
co doubt it will help the valley very
situation
discusses
the
letter
briefly
of
the property and bought the
h!ml'P0d
is a graduate of the New Mexico Col
the silver
politically throughout
secret report recently submit- much. It will be an Inducement for
,.,
""
J lege of Agriculture anu Mechanlo Arts but the
city Independent which he
capital to Invest tbat Is otherwise Territory, Is a native of Altoona, now owns.
to
house
and
withdrawn
will
ted
the
In March, 1896, he was
and calls the Mesilla Valley his home.
HON. JOSE D. 8ENA.
shy, on account of a territorial form Pennsylvania. He will celebrate his
M Miller received splendid endorse not be resubmitted.
appointed clerk of the third Judicial
Delegate In the Constitutional Convention From Santa Fe
cf government
I
think
will
it
For-ma- r
prove fortieth birthday on January 23, two
County and
Senator Lorlmer Acquitted,
ments for the place from every part
your greatest asset toward getting days after the constitution is ratified district court by Judge Gideon D.
Mayor of Santa Fa.
of the Territory and
Washington, Dec. 17. Senator Wil cnotner railroad Into the
Bantz, moving to Sliver City and that
neighboring
valley
by tbe people, and probably will c
liam Lorlmer was absolved of the
states.
time from Demlng, and held that oflebrate
both events at the same time. fice until the
Hon. JoBe D. Sena, delegate in the ed
charge of hav'.ng obtained his seat bf
Funds.
change of administraInterpreter for the first district TerritorialTerritorial
Every family has need of s good, His father, who died in 1890, was of tion in
'
Treasurer M. A. Otero bribery In the report ot the subcom
constitutional convention from Santa court.
1898.
reliable
liniment
for
brui
staunch old Quaker stock. Brigadier
sprains,
Mr. Walton has served his consticounty, former mayor of Santa Fe,
In local public affairs he baa ex- today received from J. S. Edwards of mlttee of the senate committee on ses, soreness of the muscles and rh
General
M.
James
and supreme court clerk. Is a native
Bell, an uncle of tuents ably In the legislature and was
hibited a keen interest and he was a Curry county $2,658.61; from Cleofes Privileges and Elections made to the umatic pains there Is none better Mr.
Walton, was provost marshal! at probate clerk ot Grant county. His
fL8!?4 Fe He was hora here in member of the first school board ol Romero, convicts' earnings $459.60; full committee today. The full com- than Chamberlain's.
For
sale
all
by
Manila.
Mr.
Walton spent his early popularity Is attested
1W the son of Major Sena, for many the
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable $2.
mittee will meet next Thursday to act
by the fact that
city of Santa Fe and now is pres
dealers.
life In Altoona, completing his com- he was elected as a
years one of the jnost prominent clti- on the report.
Inspected Schools.
ident of that board. He has served a
delegate to tbe
mon
ot new Mexico. Mr. Sena was number
in
school
education
Assistant Superintendent of Public
that city. constitutional convention by a higher
Sleuthing Business on the Boom.
of terms as city councilman
educated at St. Michael's
Later he attended the South Jersey vote than any ot.er of
Instruction Acaslo Gallegos Is home
Washington, Deo. 17, The reward APPEAL TO 8URVIV0R8
A
College and
staunch
the candidates
Republican
and
Jesuit College at Las Vegas, and later
from
Institute
N.
San
at
where
in
dis
he
OF INDIAN WAR8.
of $100,000 to Richard Parr for
Miguel county
Bridgeton,
J., graduat running In Grant county and during
master
of
both
the
English spected the schools of nineteen dis
me ot. ouis University
1891.
In
therefrom
customs
the
He
en
frauds in
June,
ing
the convention he secured many conbeing
ana Spanish
he in tricts. He found conditions good In closing stimulated the activities service,
languages,
from the last In 1885
in tbe
We desire to obtain the addresses gaged In newspaper work for a brief cessions for the minority from the
greatly
one
rJ!j
speeches, in
After teaching In St. Catherine's In- terpreted
the attendance, as "informing line". As a result the of all those who served on the fron- time in Altoona, and in August 1891, Republican
especially
general,
majority. As chairman of
durin" the exciting con the boards of school directors are all
dian school for two years he was in- month
treasury department asks for In tier against hostile Indians in the came to Demlng, Grant county, where the Democratic
terpreter for the United States Indian gressional campaign in 1904, excelling sealous to enforce the compulsory creased appropriations for that pur- United States and volunteer service he entered the law office of 8. M. came nearer central committee he
to
carrying his
agency at Santa Fe for a year and a tne highest record in this work up school attendance law. However, in pose.
from the close of the Civil War until Ashenfelter, Esq., and nnder whom victory than any other leaderparty
In four
..
ana men became private secre- to that time.
many districts the collection of poll
Over Rio Grande.
in
order
1883,
be
to
their
names
that
admitted
Bridges
teen
may
studied, being
practice
years.
Personally known to all the attor tax is not what It should be. At Ro-tary to Governor Prince, fllling that
Washington, Dec. 17. The chair- be placed on the books of the Nation
position for about three years. The neys of the bar of New Mexico who ciada and in a few other districts, the man reported to tbe Senate the In al Indian War Veterans Association,
year following he engaged in business have practiced before the supreme Democrats
are working bitterly dian appropriation bill, including An so that they may benefit by the act IRRIGATION BY PUMPING
VICE PRESIDENT KENDRICK
court Mr. Sena haa won their remrA
in San Miguel county, after
against the approval of the constitu drews provisions for constructing two now pending before Congress, as soon
WILL 8AVE ESTANCIA VALLEY.
which he and good will by hla never
TAKES A LONG VACATION.
became chief clerk in the
ending
Mr.
Rio
across
or
as
at
Grande
tion, says
the
it becomes a law.
Gallegos.
bridges
auditor's of- courtesy.
fice from April 1892
Go
Mounted
to
San
Police
and
Isleta
Indian
The
Estancla.
near
at
National Indian War Veterans
until 1896, being
That tbe situation in the Estancla Over-Wor- k
Felipe
Forces Another High OfIn the constitutional convention Mr.
....
Captain Fred Fornoff and Rafael pueblos', $55,000, Indian labor to be organized for the purpose of procur- valley is far from hopeless la indicatuij mat position. He was
ficial of the Santa Fa System to
elected a member of the House in the Sena saw to it that the rights of the Gomes of the mounted police, went to employed as far as practicable.
A ing pensions for Its members, have
Take a Long Lay-Oflind legislative assembly in 1897 and native people were protected and he Estancla this morning to represent memorial of tbe Arizona constitution- sent two of its order, the national ed from the following articles in Es
t
served one term. He was made sec- was at all times a staunch defender the Territory at a mass meeting which al convention to holu the Panama ex- commander, Henry Hogwer, and the tancla valley exchanges which point
or a
The grueling strain to which are
retary of the commission appointed from safe and sane constitution free will discuss the destitution tn the Es- position at San Francisco was re national secretary, C. E. Hauser, to out the way by which farmers can
frills and isms.
subjected the men with large responsm that year to
Washington, D. C, there to inaugurate succeed even in years ot drouth:
compile the laws ot
As mayor of Santa Fe from 1908 to tancla valley caused by the crop fail- ceived In Congress.
ibilities in connection with the oper
New Mexico. In Juno 1898 Mr
ure and the drouth.
a vigorous campaign for the purpose
The
Wlllard
Record
Sena
says:
1910
Mr.
Sena was progressive, wideation of a great railway, a strain
was appointed clerk of the
Gams Warden Returns.
of accomplishing this object.
CARE.
TAKE
supreme
ot
who
"Some
the
awake
leav
are
and courageous, and secured
people
.which some months ago sent "Big
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